A thought of the day in passing . . .

FOR LOVE OF THE GOOD, THE NOBLE AND THE BEAUTIFUL
If we would save our country, let us begin by making of a Seat in Congress a job no man or
woman would ever wish to attain but for love of God, Honor and Country, and the desire to
serve same. Ordain that its only compensation be a simple modest living and the honor of one's
fellow man. Then, you would get naught but the worthy.
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ENLIGHTENMENT_________________________________________________________________________
____
The book; ENLIGHTENMENT, will be reprinted page by page daily on this site free and in full. For the less
patient, the book may be purchased in full from Bookstore.
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READ AT YOUR OWN RISK . . . FOR SINCERE SEEKERS OF TRUTH ONLY!
(Reading may cause shock, death and Enlightenment.)

THE BEST GAME IN TOWN
(But not the only dream)
Segment 9
~ The common Truth is only a matter of agreement. ~

The power of group agreement, although a dream, an illusion, is very strong. If you are a lonewolf dreamer with a view too far afield from the main stream, you will be regarded as ‘wrong’ and rejected.
You may be said to be crazy. This can be dangerous. You may be decreed 'heretic' or 'witch' and the
punishment reserved for such has traditionally been death; Jesus Christ, Buddha, Socrates and a litany of
lesser martyrs, witches and saints being cases in point.

~ The gods are the owners, and spectators, sitting in the grandstands behind
the track, placing their bets and urging on the contenders in the race of life. ~

So is this all there is to it, to success in life -- effective dreaming -- one might ask? Actually, the answer
would be no. The cornerstone principal operating is - belief. But if you cannot muster enough personal
power and 'belief' within yourself, enough charisma gathering supporters for what you wish to put into
effect, you will need ‘something else’. That ‘something else’ is, ‘Backers’. Behind even the smallest belief

is that 'something else'. This-entire reality is a 'front', a cardboard house, without the substance provided by
the 'Backers’. These Backers are the inner builders and pure thought- forms of the spirit world, symbolized
as 'Angels’, 'Powers' and 'Dominions', 'the gods’, the ‘Inner Forces', Holy Ghost, our 'Higher Selves' or
GOD, however we perceive such or by whatever name called.

Such portray the unseen spiritual creative

energies behind our seen reality. These are the feeders and shapers of thoughts and events, and all that
which reaches beyond our perceived capacity and knowledge. Humankind has been for the most part the
puppets and effects of these. It is these more powerful forces that must be mustered to make a desire or idea
more than merely a personal dream or imagination. It is these that give 'Authority' - often called; Manifest
Destiny, Divine Mandate or 'A Calling' to a man's dreams. These give an idea substance and acceptance in
the minds of man, that then takes shape and form in the world of things, events . . . or not. When one says
something is destiny or God's will, it is often this process, knowingly or not, to which we are referring.
Ultimately, man as an ego cannot ‘do’. With his personal backers (the private reserves of creative energy in
his soul) he is a greater force . . . gathered with others, incrementally more powerful . . . and aligned with the
spiritual ‘Powers' greater than his believed self, he is a force to be reckoned with. Most people try to add to
their personal power reserve; gathering from both within and without during their life dream.
To be continued
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